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‘Setting the Record Straight’: 

Capturing the papers and voices of women  

in Welsh politics  

FINAL REPORT   

(Project OM-18-08377 - September 2021) 

 

SECTION A:  

Archif Menywod Cymru / Women’s Archive Wales:  

Archif Menywod Cymru / Women’s Archive Wales (AMC/WAW) was established in 1998 in order to: 

• Raise awareness of the history of women in Wales, and 

• Identify and preserve sources relevant to the history of women in Wales.  

To this end WAW facilitates the rescuing of sources of women’s history and depositing them in 

county archives and in the National Library of Wales. It organises conferences and events to debate 

and present the history of women in Wales. It works in partnership with organisations such as Llafur: 

Welsh People’s History Society; West of England and South Wales Women's History Network; 

Chwarae Teg; Women’s Equality Network and The University of South Wales.    

Since 2007 WAW has received several grants from the Heritage Lottery Fund for various projects: 

• to organise Women’s Heritage Roadshows throughout Wales. As a result, many documents 

and photographs were deposited in the relevant archives and c.1,000 items were scanned to 

be displayed on the People’s Collection Wales website 

• to research and recover information about women in Wales during the First World War and 

develop a website to record this: www.womenandwar.wales  

• ‘Voices from the Factory Floor’ to record the experiences of women who worked in 

manufacturing 1945-75: www.factorywomensvoices.wales 

• ‘Century of Hope’ Celebrating a Centenary of Women’s Heritage in Wales  

All these projects were completed on time and to budget.   

http://www.womenandwar.wales/
http://www.factorywomensvoices.wales/
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SECTION B:   

The background of ‘Setting the Record Straight’  

On-going research by Archif Menywod Cymru / Women's Archive Wales since 2014 has shown that 

women AMs' records were poorly represented in national and county archive collections.  Indeed, 

few female AMs / MSs had, or were intending to, place their material collections of documents and 

papers for safeguarding for the future in appropriate repositories. Unless this situation was 

remedied researchers and others who wished to examine the political history of Wales during the 

founding years of NAW / the Senedd would be presented with a skewed picture of the reality of the 

political situation.  

One example of this was the concern regarding the political papers of Val Feld (1947-2001; AM for 

Swansea East 1999-2001)’s political papers, which AMC/WAW took charge of at her family’s request 

after her untimely death, and eventually secured their deposit in West Glamorgan Archive.  

 

Thus, AMC/WAW had been aware of, and concerned at, this situation for some years and had 

sought to remedy it by writing to AMs but with little success due to lack of resources. Further 

discussions with Professor Paul Chaney of Cardiff University and co-author of Women, Politics and 

Constitutional Change (2007) which examined the founding years of NAW, confirmed our belief that 

the time was ripe for further and more structured interventions in this field.  

In 2003 NAW achieved the status as the first legislature in the world to achieve a 50:50 gender 

balance. Sixty two female AMs have served in the NAW during these years and in March 2021 (the 

intended date for the end of the project – before the Senedd elections of May 2021), 32 had 

resigned, retired or lost their seats; 28 were currently serving and two had died. Many of these 

female AMs had held important government posts and five of the nine Cabinet Ministers were 

female.  

In 2019 AMC / WAW was invited by Ann Jones AM/MS and Deputy Presiding Officer to help 

celebrate International Women’s Day at the Senedd and it was decided that the focus of the event 

would be to raise awareness of this issue. This would coincide with forthcoming celebrations of the 

twentieth anniversary of the National Assembly in 2019. The aim would be to begin the process of 

'Setting the Record Straight' before the records would be lost forever.   

During the event on March 6th, 2019 Catrin Stevens, Chair of AMC/WAW gave an overview of the 

Archive’s work, especially the previous successful projects undertaken; Dr Chris Chapman, former 
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AM and vice-chair of AMC/WAW outlined the need for archiving the papers of women AMs given 

the inequality at that time in representation in archives; Susan Edwards, Glamorgan Archives 

explained the role of County Record Offices and Robert Phillips of the Welsh Political Archive 

described the former collections policy of the Political Archive but stated that they would be putting 

more effort in the future into ensuring that relevant national papers relating to women politicians 

would be collected and deposited. 

Overall, the event was well attended attracting AMC/WAW members, current AMs including Mark 

Drakeford, the First Minister and the former First Minister, Carwyn Jones. There were also three 

former women AMs present whilst others sent messages of support in their absence. All were 

supportive of the aims of this initiative. 

              
Assembly / Senedd Members: March 2019       Speakers: March 2019  

Following this event, the Chair and Vice-Chair of AMC/WAW were invited by the National Assembly 

Commission and Executive Board and Officers to the Senedd on March 28th to discuss how this 

embryonic initiative could be developed further to raise the historical profile of women Assembly / 

Senedd Members and the significance of their contributions to Welsh political history and to ensure 

that the sources of these contributions would be safeguarded for the future. It was from this 

discussion that the project Gwir Gofnod o Gyfnod / Setting the Record Straight emerged and evolved 

into a more complex and overarching project, encompassing not only collecting women’s papers and 

archives, but also their voices in Welsh politics from the eve of Devolution until the present.     

SECTION C: THE APPLICATION 

Rationale:  

• That the history of women in Wales has been ignored and neglected in the past. This project 

would help to raise awareness of its significance and especially of the contributions women 

politicians have made to the National Assembly of Wales / the Senedd from 1999 onwards.    

• That all the women who have participated in the democratic process as Assembly Members 

/ Members of the Senedd should be recognised. Their recollections of the founding of NAW 

and its development over twenty years are very important aspects of late twentieth- century 

and early twenty-first century women’s history. This project would allow us to appreciate 

and celebrate their contributions.    

• That this work needed to be done as soon as possible, since one of the early Assembly 

Members had died in 2001 and another in 2020, others had retired and might wish to 
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dispose of important papers and others had moved on to new careers. Many voices could be 

lost forever.  

• That this project would help to raise awareness of the National Assembly of Wales / the 

Senedd among the general public and engage more women with the democratic process.  

• That this raw material of history could, in the future, be used for a book to showcase 

women’s contributions to the political process and / or as a basis for television or radio 

programmes exploring the experiences of early female AMs / MSs in Wales.   

• That this project’s output could be used to provide positive role-models for young women 

and as an educational tool to connect them with the democratic process.  

• That the project would encompass the whole of Wales and would be delivered and recorded 

bilingually.  

 

The aims of the project:  

• To raise the profile of women and an awareness of their contribution to the history of Wales 

and to the National Assembly of Wales / the Senedd by ensuring that their papers and 

material collections would be deposited in the requisite repositories – whether at the Welsh 

Political Archive in the National Library or in County Archives.  

• To film interviews on video of former and current female AMs / MSs. 

• To identify and train volunteers to help with the film-making, interviewing and transcribing 

of material. 

• To ensure that all the oral history interviews would be deposited in the National Sound and 

Screen Archive. 

• To achieve these aims within 18 months (2019-21) in accordance with the detailed plan of 

the project.   

To this end AMC/WAW would: 

• Appoint three Film-makers (video / sound and interviewer) to conduct the oral-history 

interviews. The lead crew Member would be responisble for researching and organising the 

interviews.  

• Appoint a Project Manager to co-ordinate the tracking and depositing of female AMs/ MSs 

material collections and to manage the budget. 

• Establish a Project Management Group (PMG) to monitor and review the project’s progress; 

The Project Co-ordinator would be a member of this group.  

• Identify and train 20-25 volunteers to help with the transcribing of the oral history 

interviews and to up-skill in oral history techniques.  

 

SECTION D: The Budget 

In the early summer of 2019 AMC/WAW’s Executive Committee presented an application for 

£47,000, based on the aims above, to the Heritage Lottery Fund. This budget would include the costs 

of recruitment; officers’ fees and expenses; money towards the training and expenses of volunteers, 

including training courses and attending Project Management Group meetings; equipment; digital 
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outputs; administration, evaluation and a final report. Notification was received on 27 June 2019 

that the application had been successful.  

The National Assembly Commission and Executive Board (the Senedd) offered a match-funding sum 

of £20,000 to enhance the project and to ensure its successful delivery. This sponsorship was crucial 

to the success of the project and ensured that it would be on a firm footing from the outset. It was 

transferred to AMC/WAW in two tranches.  

Non-financial Support and Volunteer Contributions:  

(a) National Assembly / the Senedd: 

(i) In our original application we anticipated we would be holding six/seven Project Management 

Group meetings at Ty Hywel during the running of the project. Due to Covid and an extension to the 

project we have held ten PMG meetings – and only the three initial meetings were held in Tŷ Hywel 

itself. The rest have been conducted through Zoom.  £300 

(ii) Seven of the face-to-face oral history interviews were held in Senedd Offices. £350 

(iii) Research assistance (regarding the backgrounds of AMs/MSs etc) was provided by the Senedd 

research officers; also considerable support for helping to organise interview with Youth Parliament 

members.  £300 

(iv) Hosting of final event, providing technical support. £500  

Value £1450 

(b) Glamorgan Archives:  

(i) Venue for pre-recruitment meeting; interviews; induction for staff  £250 

(ii) Location for oral-history interview £50 

(iii) Professional advice on depositing and PMG meetings £1000  

Value: £1300 

(c) National Library: 

(i) Location for hand-over event September 2021 £200  

(ii) Welsh Political Archive and National Sound and Screen Archive – professional advice and 

advice with delivery and depositing, and in PMG meetings £1500 

This has amounted to the equivalent of £4450 in non-cash contribution support.  

VOLUNTEER TIME:  

We have had several tiers of Volunteer engagement with the project: 

(i) Attending the training course on oral history on December 2nd 2020: 23 participants   

Volunteer hours: 23 hours 
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(ii) Attending training courses on September 9th 2020 and January 23, 2021 : 21 participants 

+ subsequently making digital summaries of oral history interviews. Total volunteer hours: 

550 hours 

(iii) Attending Project Management Group Meetings  Six volunteers x 10 meetings X three 

face-to face meetings; seven  Zoom meetings  392 hours  

(iv) Monitoring budget as Treasurer of AMC/WAW 10 hours 

(v) Project co-ordinator: staffing issues, general administration; PR, media contacts; 

choosing clips for websites; recruitment, attending Gŵyl Gwlad; writing minutes of 

meetings; listening to 55 interviews:  325 hours  

(vi) Translator: PMG minutes; agendas; all Welsh lang interviews; all correspondence and 

reports 100 hours  

(vii) Other volunteering opportunities e.g. attending Gŵyl Gwlad; contributing to newsletter; 

Meeting with DPO regarding depositing of papers etc  40 hours     

TOTAL VOLUNTEER HOURS – 1440 hours  

AMC/WAW is greatly indebted to our volunteers for their unstinting support and we are justly proud 

of their commitment to the project.  

 

SECTION E: Project Management Group  

The Project Management Group was set up, chaired by Dr Chris Chapman former AM and Vice Chair, 

later Chair of AMC/WAW. Representatives of the National Assembly Commission and Executive 

Board (the Senedd) were members of the group and attended many of the meetings. Two of their 

officers attended every meeting. Robert Phillips of the Political Archive; Susan Edwards / 

subsequently Laura Cotton from Glamorgan Archives represented the County Archives and Dr Beth 

Thomas represented the Oral History Society.  Four members of AMC/WAW’s Executive Committee 

attended meetings including Catrin Stevens, Project Coordinator and Chair of WAW (until November 

2020); the Treasurer: Gail Allen until April 2021 and Jane Davidson subsequently; Dr Dinah Evans, 

representing north Wales and an expert on the Devolution debate: Mari James. These members 

reported back regularly on the project’s progress to the Executive Committee of AMC/WAW. 

The PMG met ten times in 2019-2021 initially face to face and then via Zoom (namely 5 Sept; 17 Oct 

2019; 27 Feb, 21 May, 23 July, 3 Sept. 3 Dec 2020; 8 March; 10 June and 23 Sept 2021) and the paid 

Project Officers attended these meetings too.  These meetings received regular reports on the 

progress made with depositing papers, and with recording interviewees, and advised on further 

action; it monitored the budget carefully and offered support and encouragement to the field 

officers in their posts.  

 

SECTION F: Recruitment and Staff Management 

The four posts (Three Oral history interviewers, Sound and Film specialists; Project Officer) 

were advertised during July and August 2019 through the AMC/WAW website and social 
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media; emails to all members; Caerdydd Creadigol website; Lleol.net; Rhwydwaith 

Menywod Cymru; Golwg; NAW website and contacts. The closing date was at the end of 

August and 15 applications were received. Interviews were held for nine candidates in early 

September. Four officers were recruited:  

Catrin Edwards: experienced AMC/WAW project worker and oral historian; TV director and 

producer; as lead oral history film-maker; 

Heledd Wyn Hardy: film-maker; 

Laura Paterson, interviewer; 

Kate Sullivan, Project Officer to coordinate the depositing of papers and to manage the 

budget. Kate is a member of the AMC/WAW Executive Committee (but not a trustee) and is 

in charge of its website.   

Members of AMC/WAW held an Induction meeting on November 13, 2019 and Dr Beth 

Thomas gave a full and very instructive presentation on GDPR. 

 

 

Induction Meeting for Officers: Glamorgan Archives; 13 November, 2019  

Work began immediately. However, in early January Laura Paterson resigned as she had 

obtained a full-time post. The budget was re-configured to pay the fees of three officers: a 

team of two for the oral history interviews and the Project Officer undertaking the bulk of 

the work of transcribing the interviews, as well as her existing tasks.  

Due to the complications of Covid an extension was sought for the project from March 2021 

to June 2021. At the end of this period, because all the filming had been completed Heledd 

Wyn Hardy’s term of office was brought to a close and the other two officers Catrin Edwards 

and Kate Sullivan were tasked with drawing the project to a close. These changes were 

approved by Bethan Williams, the NLHF Officer for this project.     

 

SECTION G: Delivering the Project: 

(i) LAUNCH:  GŴYL GWLAD 
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NAW invited AMC/WAW to be part of the Gŵyl Gwlad festival in the Pierhead building, 

Cardiff Bay, to celebrate 20 years of Devolution on 25th September 2019. A flyer explaining 

the background of the project was produced and an exhibition was collated, showing a 

photograph of the ‘Class of 2003’; examples of the Val Feld papers and other relevant 

material. Robert Phillips and Nia Dafydd of the Welsh Political Archive at the NLW brought 

examples of AMs’ documents, including election posters and pamphlets etc. to display. 

WAW members Elin Jones, Caroline Fairclough and Catrin Stevens staffed the exhibition and 

spoke to the participants at the festival. They showed a great deal of interest in both the 

project and the exhibition. It was a good launch for the work of ‘Setting the Record Straight’. 

In the autumn of 2019 a joint letter was sent by the Chair of the project Dr Chris Chapman 

of AMC/WAW and Elin Jones, Llywydd of NAW to all former and current AMs to introduce 

them to the project and to seek their support and cooperation.   

   

Gŵyl Gwlad: Pierhead Building, Cardiff Bay: 27th September 2019 

 

(ii) Collecting and depositing Political Papers  

Kate Sullivan, Project Officer, was allocated the task of contacting former and current AMs / MSs to 

discuss the future of their papers. Robert Phillips of the Welsh Political Archive advised her regarding 

which papers should be deposited where – either nationally or in county archives. Likewise she 

worked with county archives to facilitate the deposit of the appropriate archives with them. These 

repositories were all very supportive and appreciative of the project. Guidelines were drawn up, 

noting the kind of political papers, documents, photographs and digital content, etc. which would be 

considered archival material and this was circulated to all the participants in the project. This can be 

used in future to inform the next generation of Senedd Members and to remind them of the 

significance of their archives. One problem was that many AMs felt that they did not have any 

significant papers to deposit but on discussion and reflection they realised that they could contribute 

material for the project.  Another obstacle which was outside project’s control was that due to the 

pandemic all archive offices were closed from March 2020 until spring 2021 and only accessible from 

that date forward through pre-booking.   

The Project Officer would approach the AMs / MSs by email and telephone call to explain the project 

and its objectives.  Three AMs proved elusive and no contact could be made. Of the remaining 57, 34 

said they had material for depositing and were put in touch with the appropriate archive offices; 15 

did not respond to repeated queries and eight claimed they had no papers to deposit.   
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Of the 34 who were engaged with depositing: 17 were in contact with the Political Archive at the 

National Library of Wales; four with Glamorgan Archives; four with Carmarthen Archives; two with 

West Glamorgan Archives; three with Gwent Archives; one with Pembrokeshire Archives; one with 

Flint Archives; one with Wrexham Archives and one with Ceredigion Archives.  

Two highlights of this aspect of the project were the ceremony on 12 November 2019 for the hand-

over of the papers of Ann Jones DPO and AM / MS for Clwyd relating to the Domestic Fire Safety 

Measure she championed in National Assembly to the Political Archive and the depositing of Dr Chris 

Chapman, former AM’s political papers in the spring of 2021. These elicited interest on social media 

and encouraged others to seek out relevant material still in their possession.  

                                     

Ann Jones AM / DPO’s Archive of the Domestic Fire           Chris Chapman AM for Cynon Valley’s political papers  
Safety Measure boxed ready for the Political Archive  
 

At the end of the project the Officer contacted all the AMs / MSs for a final time to remind them of 

their commitment in this respect. She also contacted all the relevant Archive Offices to remind them 

of their on-going engagement with the project and to ensure that they would be following up on 

collecting AMs/MSs’ papers. 

When we consider the paucity of material relating to female AMs /MSs political careers and 

contributions to the National Assembly / the Senedd before this project began, huge strides have 

been made in raising awareness of the significance of safeguarding political papers and this will bear 

fruition in the future as this becomes the expected norm at the end of a politician’s political career. 

(iii)  Filming Oral History Interviews  

 

A great deal of preparatory work had to completed before interviewing could begin. The National 

Screen and Sound Archive had already agreed to house the final interviews and to take ownership of 

copyright issues in the future. A Participation Agreement Information Sheet was prepared for each 
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speaker and Participation and Recording Agreements had to be completed. Dr Beth Thomas, Vice-

Chair of the Oral History Society, ’s advice was invaluable in this respect. All the film makers and 

those involved with summarising the interviews were asked to fill in Confidentiality Forms. Risk 

Assessments were conducted for the different interviewing scenarios.  

A detailed questionnaire was compiled for the interviews, but adapted as the project evolved in the 

challenging circumstances, to encompass questions on the impact of Covid 19 on Welsh Devolution 

and also the significance of the 16/17 year old vote in the May elections of 2021. There were many 

fascinating and unique strands to the interviews, for example: discussing their backgrounds and how 

they became engaged in politics; how difficult was selection?; whether the gender balance in NAW / 

the Senedd led to a different style of debate in the Chamber; the role of female AMs/MSs in the 

committee structure, etc. One significant avenue of discussion was the campaigns female AMs had 

been involved in and led, e.g. free NHS Wales prescriptions, the introduction of the Children’s 

Commissioner; the Anti-smacking campaign; the anti-slavery campaign; the Future Generations Act 

and the removal of gendered language in NAW’s / the Senedd’s legislative documents.  

A cross-section of interviewees from all parties were interviewed giving a balanced picture of 

women’s representation in NAW/the Senedd 1999-2021.  

The actual delivery of this aspect of the project proved immensely challenging for the officers 

involved. Thirteen and a half interviews (the latter had to be abandoned mid-interview because of 

sudden Covid restrictions) had been completed before Lockdown was imposed at the end of March 

2020. No interviews could be conducted for a few months, as travel restrictions were imposed and 

possible interviewees became ill or had to self-isolate. The film-maker, Catrin Edwards experimented 

with remote interviews to maintain a good standard of production but they were restricted to the 

technical support and understanding of relatives of the interviewee being able to help. At the end of 

June permission was received to allow garden interviews. These proved successful but were heavily 

dependent on good weather and several of the interviews had to be re-scheduled several times 

accordingly. During the summer and autumn of 2020 and again in the summer of 2021 some 

interviews took place in public spaces such as the Church of the Resurrection, Ely, Cardiff (Eluned 

Morgan AM/MS) and the Memo, Blackwood (Jocelyn Davies AM).  Eventually, after a great deal of 

consideration due to the poor quality of the picture, it was agreed that the only way in which this 

project could be completed, especially when another Lockdown was imposed in December 

2020/January 2021 would be through Zoom technology.  Altogether 21 interviews were conducted 

on Zoom and much was dependent on the quality of the internet connection and the interviewee’s 

camera. However the content of these interviewees was detailed and excellent and on a par with 

the face-to-face interviews conducted. Photographs were taken of the interviewees wherever 

possible.   

     

 Garden interview           Public space interview  Zoom interview 

               Eluned Parrott AM   Lisa Francis AM           Catherine Thomas AM 
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Fifty-one interviews were completed by the end of the project. Eight possible interviewees did not 

respond to repeated attempts at contacting them (some due to illness); one refused to participate in 

the project and two have withdrawn after the completion of the interview. However, the response  

has been overwhelmingly and universally positive with several participants congratulating and 

thanking AMC/WAW on this initiative and truly appreciating the opportunity to explore and to relate 

their own political experiences. To quote Tamsin Dunwoody, former AM for Preseli Pembrokeshire 

2003-2007, ‘I am really delighted that you are doing this – that there is a recognition for women in 

politics, and what their role has been over the years and in Wales’.  They have also almost without 

exception been committed to Devolution and proud of their own contributions as women to the 

evolution of the National Assembly / Senedd during its first twenty-one embryonic years.  

 

Short clips of these interviews have appeared regularly on the Senedd and AMC/WAW websites 

during the duration of the project. In all 42 clips of interviews have been unloaded and we are 

grateful to Enfys Roberts, Private Office Manager and member of the PMG representing the Senedd, 

for facilitating this. These clips have endeavoured to reflect voices from different political parties, 

and Welsh-language clips have been subtitled.  

 

All the oral histories have been summarised in detail: 30 of them by volunteers and 21 by the Project 

Officer. Welsh-language interviews have been translated in full to ensure they are accessible to 

future researchers. In certain cases, in response to the interviewee’s request, embargos have been 

placed on some sensitive sections of the interviews. These embargos will be recorded carefully in 

the project’s detailed metadata. The recordings will be archived professionally through the National 

Sound and Screen Archive at NLW where they will be available to the general public.  

 

The project wished also to interview female members of Senedd Ieuenctid Cymru / the Welsh Youth 

Parliament, which achieved a 50:50 gender balance at its inception in 2019. Four female members 

were interviewed over Zoom in April 2021 and this has proved to be an interesting and significant 

addition to the whole project.  

(iv) Training for volunteers   

The original aim was to hold face-to-face training as required during the duration of the project. 

However, because of the pandemic, the proposed digital summarising course by Alison Lloyd Smith 

of the ‘Unlocking our Sound Heritage’ project on April 23rd 2020 had to be withdrawn. Consequently,  

it was decided to organise our own training courses, delivered by the project’s officers over Zoom. 

These were advertised widely through AMC/WAW’s website and social media networks. Two 

courses were run by Kate Sullivan on digital summarising on September 9th 2020 and January 27th 

2021, and there were 21 attendees. A workshop on the technical aspects of conducting oral histories 

was delivered by Heledd Wyn Hardy on December 2nd 2020 and was attended by 22 participants.  
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Logo for Oral History course                           Attendees on the first Digital Summarising Course on Zoom 

 

All the attendees filled in evaluation forms following the courses. 27 attendees returned the forms 

and gave excellent / very good marks almost uniformly across all three courses. Only three mark 3 

(good) scores were awarded from among the forms containing 135 questions. These topics were 

completely new ones for most of the attendees, but they found this challenging and responded well. 

It was felt that the project had succeeded in upskilling volunteers in these tasks.  

Here are some of the comments received:   

I found the written transcription accompanying the interview itself very helpful.  Until then I 

wasn’t clear whether a verbatim transcription was required, or a brief summary.   Also, I 

know that any further help I need is available from Kate or Catrin.  Thank you. 

Looking forward to getting involved and making a contribution. 

A great blend of the practical and the inspiring. 

I especially enjoyed the questions and the inspiring discussion.  

Cyfle creadigol arbennig (a special creative opportunity).  

The course was incredibly well organised and accessible, especially given the current COVID 

circumstances meaning an inperson meeting/course wasn’t a possibility. 

Cwrs clir a chynhwysfawr, yn rhoi arweiniad pwrpasol a digon o enghreifftiau defnyddiol. 

Edrychaf ymlaen at gyfrannu i’r gwaith. (a clear and comprehensive course, giving purposeful 

guidance and plenty of useful examples. I look forward to contributing to the work)  

I felt out of my depth in the first half hour, thought of withdrawing, but then my name was 

read out to do an interview – I’ve accessed it all now. The theory is more difficult than the 

practical. I’m very pleased I can do it now. 

Very good introduction to a totally new topic.  

Excellent couse. Really enjoyed it. Feel well-equipped to start on this work and know where to 

go for any extra help needed on the way. 

Alison Elliott, one of the attendees on the digital summarising course, who went on to provide a 

time-coded summary of a ‘Setting the Record Straight’ interview, wrote about her experiences for 

the AMC/WAW newsletter:   
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‘To summarise Rhianon Passmore’s WAW interview was an honour. The process was 
inevitably time consuming as I strived to do justice to the richness of Rhianon’s life … the 
clear and concise training session that Kate Sullivan delivered via Zoom made the task 
straightforward. … As a volunteer, outside the realm of Welsh politics, I gained tremendous 
insight into the way our Senedd operates on behalf of us all. …  This experience has 
underlined how crucial the work of WAW is in recording living history.’ 

  

All the attendees filled in Confidentiality Forms and were instructed to delete any material 

pertaining to the course and the following tasks after they had completed their summaries.  

 

PUBLICITY  

Every opportunity was grasped to ensure publicity for the project. NLHF’s contribution to 

this project was highlighted in all our publicity as was the contribution and support of Welsh 

Government.  

Regular updates were placed on AMC/WAW’s website and also on the Senedd website and 

social media was used effectively to spread the word further. Likewise, AMC/WAW’s 

newsletter included regular articles on the project.  Catrin Edwards wrote an article about 

remote interviewing for the Oral History Journal. The pilot event in NAW in March 2019, 

raised the profile of the project among former and current AMs/MSs, as did our presence in 

the Gŵyl Gwlad celebration in September 2019. There were several opportunities to seek 

publicity on the radio – Catrin Stevens contributed items on Radio Cymru (2 items), Radio 

Wales and S4C and participated in a session on female politicians at the 2019 National 

Eisteddfod and again on Zoom in 2020 – both hosted by Elin Jones AM/MS Llywydd. 

Professor Laura McAllister delivered the Annual Ursula Masson Memorial lecture at South 

Wales University for International Women’s Day in March 2020 and her topic was the 

contribution of female politicians to the NAW. Robert Phillips featured the project in 

presentations he made on behalf of the Political Archive. Jean Silvan Evans an AMC/WAW 

member wrote a letter to The Western Mail:    

  

Western Mail 26:11: 2020  
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SECTION H:  ADDING VALUE AND CREATING A LEGACY:  

In spite of the challenges of the pandemic, at the end of June 2021 we had some of the grant over to 

add further value and to provide a further legacy for the project. We decided to:  

(i) Create themed educational packages (c. 7-10 minutes in length) on topics such as ‘Legislation and 

Legacy’ ‘Parity’ ‘Different Voices’ and ‘Influences’, etc. to be places on HWB as resources for teaching 

History, Politics and on the Welsh Baccalaureate in the future.  

(ii) To produce a film to promote the project and to celebrate the first 21 first years of the Welsh 

Assembly / y Senedd. Catrin Edwards, producer of the film (with Tash Horton) said:   

‘Important minutes in history have been captured in paintings or in photographs – the visual image 

can sometimes illuminate these as well as if not better than the spoken word.  And since the 

millennium the importance of video has increased exponentially and become the main medium in 

the 21st century – democratic, attractive and accessible to all. What better way then to explore our 

new Welsh democracy, than by interviewing women politicians who have been nurtured since its 

inception in 1999?   

It has been a privilege to talk to the women who have been responsible for forming and 

transforming Wales and our future. It has been a further pleasure to create a short film by using 

extracts of the interviews interspersed with historical events in the Senedd and a selection of Visit 

Wales’ beautiful footage, all of this in order to attract historians, researchers, students and the 

public generally towards this important archive of over fifty oral history interviews. Gwir Gofnod o 

Gyfnod / Setting the Record Straight raises the profile of women in Welsh politics forever through 

their own unique words.’  

(iii) A book on the project to be published by Honno Press (2022).   

 

Two events were held to draw this project to a close and to celebrate all that had been achieved:  

(i) Depositing the material from the project to our National Archives: 

  

Dr Chris Chapman presenting her political papers   Suzy Davies AM/MS presenting the disc of the  
to Rob Phillips of the Political Archive      oral histories to Iola Baines, NS&SA 
 

On Friday 1st October, 2021 we were able to invite 30 people to a ceremony at Y Drwm in the 

National Library of Wales, Aberystwyth. The impressive line-up of speakers was welcomed by Ashok 
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Ahir, President of the National Library. Current and former MSs - Elin Jones, Llywydd, Ann Jones, 

former Deputy Presiding Officer and Suzy Davies explained how important the project had been for 

them and how they had responded to being quizzed about their political careers and Arianwen Foxe-

James representing members of the Youth Parliament spoke fluently about what this role had meant 

for her. During the ceremony Dr Chris Chapman, former Assembly Member for Cwm Cynon and 

Chair of Women’s Archive Wales presented two box files of her political papers to Rob Phillips of the 

Political Archive. In his speech Rob emphasised how important the project had been for the Political 

Archive in helping it to redress the gender balance in the political papers safeguarded in this 

important National Archive.  In similar vein Einion Dafydd and Iola Baines of the National Sound and 

Screen Archive welcomed the oral histories and received the final disc of the project. Thus the 

materials from the project were deposited in our National Archives.   

 

           

Elin Jones, Llywydd and Ceredigion MS         Arianwen Foxe-James, member of the Youth  

speaking in y Drwm                                    Parliament speaking in y Drwm.   

 

The highlight of this ceremony without doubt was the wonderful promotional film made by Catrin 

Edwards and Tash Horton. In it the essence of the project was encapsulated while also celebrating 

the first twenty years of our evolving Senedd and of Devolution.  

 

(ii) Celebratory Event in y Senedd  

 

Elin Jones (Llywydd) opening the socially-distanced ceremony 
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Bethan Williams (NHLF Wales)  Eleri Griffiths (Youth Parliament)      Laura Ann Jones MS  

[Photographs: Heledd Wyn Hardy] 

The final event of this project took place, so aptly, on November 9th in the Senedd itself. Due to the 

pandemic we were restricted to 30 attendees and the event was sponsored by Elin Jones, Llywydd. 

Chris Chapman chaired the ceremony and Ann Jones and Rob Phillips spoke once more. This time 

the Youth Parliament was represented by Eleri Griffiths, and we were especially pleased to have 

Bethan Williams present to represent National Heritage Lottery Fund Wales. She emphasised how 

the heritage projects they are able to sponsor are so dependent upon the millions of lottery players. 

Once again the film was received very warmly. Laura Ann Jones MS brought the morning to a close. 

This ceremony was also delivered virtually so that as many of our members as possible and members 

of the public could join in and appreciate how successful the project had been.  

This was the perfect ending for Women’s Archive Wales’ pioneering project ‘Setting the Record 

Straight’ 

 

 

 

 

  


